
BOLDAND
BEAUTIFUL
Brave choices and brilliant bargains came
together in this showstopping bathroom.

In search of a slower pace of life, Jo
Fitzgerald and her husbandMark, both 45,
moved from theMidlands to the north

Devon coast with their three children. They
intended to renovate and extend a run-

down bungalow, but ended up demolishing
it and replacing it with a contemporary

family home. Jo project-managed the build
and interiors, including this bathroom.

WALLCOLOUR
A vivid teal-painted
wall allows the black
bath to stand out and
emphasises the blue
in the flooring
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ACTIONPLAN

FIND A STATEMENT BATH AND FLOORING

FIT IN THE BATH ANDA SEPARATE SHOWER

MAKE AONE-OF-A-KINDWASHSTAND

CREATE A FEATUREWALL

MIRRRRROR
Reflected light
from the mirror
helps the room
feel bright and
more spacious

BATH
It may be big, but its
simple lines ensure
the bath doesn’t
overwhelm the room

WASHSTAND
Jo upcycled a
vintage drinks
cabinet to create
a vanity unit

LOO
White
sanitaryware
fades into the
background,
keeping the
attention on
the key design
features
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RAARADIATOR
The tall, narrow
radiator fits
perfectly
between the
bath and shower

WALLTILES
Dark-grey
grout resists
discolouration
and gives the
white tiles
definition

SHOWER
ENCLOSUREERE
As space is tight,
a wet room-style
screen was chosen
rather than an
enclosure with
a door

FLOOR
Jo picked the

floor for its
design and
because it
disguises

dirt and dust
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FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

THE LAYOUT
Choosing a sliding bathroom door meant there
was room for the family to have a big shower
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The bathroom is striking – is this your typical style?
Yes – I like to push the boundaries! Bathrooms can be bland, so I
wanted something out of the ordinary and the black bath was the
starting point. It caught my eye because it’s unusual. I’d already
decided on a patterned floor because a white one shows every scrap
of debris, and when I spotted these floor tiles I loved the bright blue
colour and strong design. I’m a big fan of patterned wallpaper and
the tiles do a similar job but on a different surface.
How did you balance all the bold elements?
Seeing inmagazines how other people had handled similar
combinations and colours gaveme confidence. I went for chunky
taps to complement the huge bath. And I looked at other black
sanitaryware but getting a colour-matchwas tricky, so I’ve used simple
shapes inwhite instead to avoid overloading the room. The bluewalls
pull everything together, but it was hard to find classic, unobtrusive
wall tiles that aren’t boring. The slim subway tiles were ideal.
Tell us about the layout
It evolved because the bath had to go across one end of the room as
that was the only place we could put in the extra support joist it
needed. The waste pipes dictated the position of theWC and the
basin sat well next to it. I looked for the biggest walk-in shower that
would fit and found the curved designmade best use of the space.
Where did you shop?
Living in a rural area, I rely on the internet for shopping and I found
some great deals online. The bath would normally cost around £4,000,
but I spotted an affordable ex-display one on eBay. The bath tap was
discounted because of a slightmark, but it’s barely noticeable. The
shower screen and tray were also fantastic value. I could only see
photographs of everything, of course, but I’m quite relaxed about that
and if I made amistake I knew I could work around it.
What about storage?
A standard vanity unit wasn’t for me so I’ve customised amid-
century rosewood drinks cabinet, which is surprisingly roomy. I love
rosewood and it works with the black bath. I painted the outer frame
and sealed it with yacht varnish, and the basin sits on top.
Do you have a favourite element in the bathroom?
It has to be the bath. It’s so big and comfortable and holds the heat
well. It’s easy to clean with ordinary bathroom cleaner but being
dark it does need a daily dust! HB

SHOPPING LIST
Walls painted in Valspar Kitchen & Bath Paint in Deep Sea Dive,
£27.98 for 2.5L, B&Q. Moroccan encaustic cement 29b floor tiles,
£69 a sq metre; Metro Subway Masia Blanco wall tiles, £28.80 a sq
metre; all Best Tile. Kaldewei Conoduo black enamelled steel bath,
£795 (available new from Bathroom Heaven, £2,595); Hudson Reed
Cascata bath filler, £200; Hudson Reed Tide basin mixer, £197; all
eBay. Grosseto ceramic basin, £89, clickbasin.co.uk. Roca The Gap
close-coupled WC, £250, Plumbnation. Hudson Reed Spark bar shower
kit, £544; Duchy Style curved walk-in wet room screen and tray,
£420; all heatandplumb.com. Designer vertical flat panel radiator,
£67.99, IBathUK. Large vintage mirror, £200; smaller mirror, £120;
wire storage basket, £45; all The Lamb Shed. Similar plaster plaque
is Greek 3 wall plaque, £22.95, Plaster Craft Interiors

IN
DETAIL

Salvage lotion dispenser,
£4.99, Dunelm

Hoxton floor tile, £16
for 12, Bathstore

Los Angeles waterfall
bath and shower
mixer, £109.99, Joyou

GETTHELOOK

Paint .............................. £28
Wall tiles ...................... £173
Floor tiles ..................... £345
Sanitaryware & taps .. £1,531
Washstand..................... £70
Shower ........................ £964
Radiator ........................ £68
Total ........................ £3,179

WHATITCOST

Los Angeles waterfall Los Angeles waterfall Los Angeles waterfall 
bath and shower bath and shower 

As featured in House Beautiful Magazine


